Abstract Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) requires the determination of the appropriate multileaf collimator settings to deliver an intensity map. The purpose of this work was to attempt to regulate the shape between adjacent multileaf collimator apertures by a leaf sequencing algorithm. To qualify and validate this algorithm, the integral test for the segment of the multileaf collimator of ARTS was performed with clinical intensity map experiments. By comparisons and analyses of the total number of monitor units and number of segments with benchmark results, the proposed algorithm performed well while the segment shape constraint produced segments with more compact shapes when delivering the planned intensity maps, which may help to reduce the multileaf collimator's specific effects.
Introduction
The clinical implementation of Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) involves the use of a number of complex software systems, typically including an inverse planning system, a multileaf collimator (MLC) leaf sequencer, and a computer controlled treatment delivery system [1∼3] . The planning system determines the desired fluence patterns, the leaf sequencer translates those fluence maps into leaf trajectories, and the control system delivers those trajectories [4] . The IMRT fields can be delivered with multileaf collimators by either segmental or dynamic MLC methods by the support of a leaf sequencer which is an essential part of an Accurate/Advanced Radiotherapy System (ARTS) which is home-developed and improved continuously by the FDS Team [3,5∼10] . With segmental multileaf collimation (SMLC) the leaves are stationary while the radiation beam is ON, which means that leaf velocities are unimportant as far as intensity distributions are concerned. This is simpler than dynamic multileaf collimation (DMLC), where the collimator leaves are moving while the beam is ON. The delivery of IMRT via the segmental method incurs a treatment time overhead during the verification and recording process that occurs between segments. Consequently, several authors have developed leaf-sequencing algorithms with the goal of converting intensity modulation patterns (intensity maps) into as few segments (Number of Segments, NS) as possible in order to reduce treatment time [11∼13] . Some authors have included the minimization of the total number of monitor units (TNMU) as an additional goal [14, 15] , while others have treated it as their primary goal (which is the main concern for dynamic mode delivered IMRT) [16∼18] . In general, the algorithms published assume that an MLC can deliver exactly the desired intensity map as is, without considering the MLC-specific effects such as the head scattering or the leaf transmission. This assumption can lead to significant discrepancies between the desired and the delivered intensity maps [19] . The use of a large number of segments with complex shapes can increase collimator artefacts. There are usually segments with small fields (or unbalanced X-Y axis) and low number of Monitor Units (MUs). This is a problem for accurate dose calculation [20] . The output for these segments must be carefully computed and corrected by the dose calculation algorithm, considering the MLCspecific effects [21∼24] . Therefore, those segments introduce tough requirements for geometric shape constraints of the MLC of the linear accelerator.
Methods
Most current IMRT planning systems produce a description of the beam intensity patterns. These intensity distributions are then used in a process called leaf sequencing, in which an algorithm attempts to de-fine the shapes (for SMLC-IMRT) or trajectories (for DMLC-IMRT) of the MLC leaves required to create a deliverable intensity distribution that gives an intensity distribution as close as possible to the distributions obtained from the optimization system [25] . Usually, a segmentation method decomposes an intensity matrix in different segments plus weights on an iterative process, and each iteration can be divided into two steps. The first step is the computation of a segment (matrix of ones and zeros, understood as a mask) for a given intensity matrix, using a set of constraints. The second step is the computation of the weight associated with the obtained segment, following only one fixed criterion to minimize the NS or the TNMU [26] . Finally, the segment multiplied by the weight is subtracted from the intensity matrix, generating a residual matrix that will be the input intensity matrix for the next iteration (Fig. 1) .
Fig.1 Overview of the iterative procedure
The task is to reduce an intensity matrix D(i, j) into a summation of MLC filed segmentation, each segment being of a constant intensity level and whose shape can be formed by a MLC in the form of matrix of 1 s or 0 s. Matrix elements in D(i, j) are assumed to be nonnegative integers representing the intensity level. In XIA and VERHEV's algorithm [12] , the intensity matrix reduction process is carried out iteratively. At each step, a residual intensity matrix is minus the previous MLC aperture. To determine the intensity level d k for the next segment, one finds the maximum matrix element L max,k in D k (i, j), and
where nint means the nearest integer. It is the well-known benchmark leaf sequencing algorithm and is widely applied in modern TPS. But this algorithm has no MLC shape constraint on the segmentation, which means most of the segment shapes introduce complexity into IMRT treatment planning. Planning complexity is associated with many negative factors such as dosimetric uncertainty and delivery issues. However, the limitations of the delivery technology are not taken into consideration when designing the ideal intensity map; therefore a further step termed the sequencing step is required to convert the ideal intensity map into a deliverable one. Many approaches have been taken to compact or simplify the segmentation shape. These include setting intensity limits, putting penalties on the cost function and using smoothing filters. Direct aperture optimization (DAO) incorporates the limitations of the delivery technology at the initial design of the intensity map thereby eliminating the sequencing step. However, most of the approaches need to introduce the optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing to produce the final segmentation results [24] . The average running time is on the order of a fraction of minutes.
Based on the result of the XIA and VERHEV algorithm, this paper presents an algorithm to improve the shape of each MLC segment. The basic frame of this algorithm can be described by Fig. 2 . The MLC aperture could be subjected to the distances of adjacent rows. As the distances decreases, the distance value will be smaller. The value of d can be controlled by users so as to omit the low weight MU segments and tiny MLC segments (Fig. 3) . In order to assess the validity of the improved algorithm to be applied to control the MLC shape, a set of benchmark calculations is proposed in this study. An integrated multi-functional leaf sequencing calculation and analysis code system based on the XIA and VER-HEV algorithm is used to perform these calculations and analyses. The intensity map of a clinical spinal cord is selected as the benchmark.
MLC aperture without shape constraint
To explain how our algorithm was applied, the procedure for determining the delivery sequence for the intensity matrix of the clinical spinal chord from ARTS is presented. The algorithm of XIA and VERHEV was used to calculate the segments of an intensity matrix for the above example. Without losing generality, measurement of scatter leakage and tongue and groove effect was neglected. The measured NS and TNMU of this intensity map from 5 directions are listed in Tables  1, 2 and the MLC shapes are compared between XIA and VERHEV's and our own shape constraint method in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for direction 1 of this clinical spinal cord. 
MLC aperture with shape constraint
First, the segmentations obtained by XIA and VER-HEV are shown in Fig. 4 , and the segmentations obtained by the shape constraint with d = 3 are shown in Fig. 5 . A software tool was developed to implement the proposed scheme. The key elements of this software interface were the intensity maps of the idealized treatment and the approximated leaf sequencing result.
Discussion
IMRT is often said to 'waste photons' since photons are being delivered which are being deliberately attenuated for part of the treatment time [25] . If we don't abandon the tiny MLC segments such as low MU weights or tiny apertures, it will greatly prolong the treatment time. If we abandon the tiny MLC apertures, the dose deficiency does exist. And the total squared error between the delivery and the desired can be calculated by
And the delivery dose can be modified by magnifying the MU weight in the scale of T value before each segment so as to decrease the dose error. The macrophysics effect of this method can be described by volumetric plan evaluation tools such as dose-volume histograms (DVH). As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the DVH results with shape constraint data (omitting small MU weight and tiny MLC apertures) are in good agreement with that calculated by XIA and VERHEV algorithm from the result of an inverse treatment planning system. The result shows that the shape constraint program is greatly improved compared with the segmentation shape with the benchmark algorithm of XIA and VER-HEV. Analysing the test intensity maps from ARTS, it can be concluded that the proposed algorithms show good behavior in terms of NS and TNMU, when compared with the benchmark results. Those properties come from the limiting of the difference between the adjacent right leaves. The motion of one leaf depends on its adjacent leaves, where one leaf cannot advance much more than their neighbors. Thus, the segment will be more compact and regular as can be seen when compared with the benchmark results.
It should be noted that DAO can also get similar results but it needs a run time in the order of tens of minutes. Our shape constraint method can finish this segmentation in the order of a fraction of seconds.
Conclusions
As an improved version of the leaf sequencing algorithm, shape constraint has been validated with a series of intensity maps of ARTS performed previously by the benchmark algorithm of XIA and VERHEV. The results show that the improved algorithm has good agreement among the NS and TNMU values of the benchmark results and finishes this segmentation in a fraction of a second, faster than the DAO method. Moreover, it can keep the MLC aperture in a compact shape. Thus, the proposed algorithm is qualified and acceptable to be a module of ARTS.
